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Abstract— Multiplier is one of the key hardware component 

in high performance system such as Finite Impulse 

Response (FIR) filters and Digital Signal Processor (DSP). 

Multiplier consumes large chip area, long latency and 

consume considerable amount of power. Hence better 

multiplier architectures can increase the efficiency of the 

system. Multiplier based on Vedic mathematics is one such 

promising solution. For the multiplication, Urdhva 

Tiryagbhyam sutra and Nikhilam sutra is used from Vedic 

mathematics. The paper shows the design implementation 

and comparison of these multiplier using Verilog Hardware 

Description Language (HDL). The multiplier based on 

Urdhva Tiryagbhyam sutra reduces the execution time by 

maximum 58% and minimum 9% but Multiplier based on 

Nikhilam sutra reduces the execution time by minimum 

13% compared to array multiplier and increases 87% 

compared to Wallace tree multiplier. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Higher throughput arithmetic operations are required to 

achieve the desire performance in many applications. One of 

the key arithmetic operations is multiplication, which used 

in Multiply and Accumulate (MAC), Arithmetic Logic Unit 

(ALU), Digital Signal Processing (DSP), Fast Fourier 

Transform (FFT), Convolution, Filtering and 

Microprocessor [2]. It significantly contributes to the time 

delay and silicon area [2,6]. This paper presents multiplier 

architecture based on Vedic mathematics.  

The antediluvian system of mathematics known as 

Vedic mathematics which was reconstructed from Vedas by 

Sri Bharati Krsna Tirthaji between the years 1911 to 1918. 

The word „Vedic‟ was derived from the word „Veda‟ stands 

for „Knowledge‟. There are 16 different formula in Vedic 

mathematics which can be applied to any branch of 

mathematics like algebra, trigonometry, geometry etc.  

The main attractive point about the Vedic 

mathematics is that it converts the usual calculation of 

traditional mathematics into a simple one. This is because of 

the distinctive feature of Vedic mathematics formula which 

works on the natural ethics on which the human mind works 

[8].  

II. URDHVA MULTIPLIER 

Urdhva Tiryagbhyam which means “vertical and crosswise”. 

There are Sixteen different formula in Vedic mathematics 

and Urdhva Tiryagbhyam is one of them which use for  the 

multiplication  of number [7]. This method of multiplication 

is different from the traditional multiplication method. 

Parallel generation of intermediate product terms is possible 

using this method, which removes unwanted step of 

multiplication with zero. The step wise architecture of 

Urdhva Tiryagbhyam sutra is shown in Fig.1 for 3x3 binary 

multiplications. 

 
Fig. 1: Binary Multiplication using Urdhva Tiryagbhyam 

In the first step the multiplication process start with 

LSB bit of multiplier and multiplicand, then in the second 

step, multiply LSB of multiplier by the second number of 

multiplicand and the LSB of multiplicand by the second 

number of multiplier then addition of partial products with 

the previous carry, then in the third step vertical and 

crosswise multiplication of number at both end of the line 

done as shown in Fig.1 for partial product generation and 

addition of partial product done for generation of 

corresponding product bit, in fourth step crosswise 

multiplication and addition of partial product, in the fifth 

step vertical multiplication of MSB bit of both multiplier 

and multiplicand and then addition of partial product to 

generate corresponding product bit. 

 
Fig. 4: Multiplication of Two decimal numbers by Nikhilam 

Sutra [8]. 

To understand Urdhva Tiryagbhyam multiplication 

process, consider the multiplication of two decimal numbers 

(325x738=239850). As shown in Fig.2 the number at each 

end of line multiplied and the result of multiplication added 

with the carry from the previous step, from the generated 

addition result bit pattern unit‟s place digit is consider as 

product bit and other then unit place digits are consider as 

carry bit for next step, This process goes on. In single step if 

there is more than one line present, then numbers at each 
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end line are multiplied and the multiplication results are 

added to the previous carry. Likewise all the digits are 

multiplied vertically and crosswise as shown in Fig. 2. 

Hardware realization for Urdhva Tiryagbhyam sutra is 

shown in Fig. 3. 

 
Fig. 3: Hardware Realization of 2x2 Block [3]. 

III. NIKHILAM SUTRA 

Nikhilam Sutra which means “all from 9 and last from 10”. 

Nikhilam Sutra is also applicable to all cases of 

multiplication. When the numbers involved in the 

multiplication process are large, it gives better efficiency. 

To overcome the mathematical complexity of large number 

first it takes the compliment of that large number from its 

nearest base to perform the multiplication operation on it. 

To understand multiplication scheme using Nikhilam sutra 

consider the multiplication of two decimal numbers (95x92). 

According to the basic rule base should be nearest and 

greater than the given number, so here we consider nearest 

base 100 [5]. 

As shown in Fig.4, in first row write the multiplier 

followed by its compliments then in second row write the 

multiplicand followed by its compliment. Now consider two 

columns of numbers, in first column consider the number to 

be multiplied and in second column consider the 

compliment of given number. The products also divided into 

two parts which are also portioned by erect line as shown in 

Fig 4. By multiplying the number in second column (8x5 = 

40) the right hand part of the product can be obtained. To 

find out the left hand part of the product cross subtraction of 

second element in column 2 and first element in column 1 or 

vice versa, i.e. 95-8 = 87 or 92-5 = 87. Hence after 

combining RHS and LHS the final result is (Answer = 

8740). 

A. Operational Principal of Nikhilam Sutra 

Consider the case of multiplication of two n-bit numbers a 

and b. The complements of a and a given by   ̅        

and  ̅        respectively. The product of a and b is 

given by „P‟ as follows: 

             ...(1.1) 

Equation (1.1) can be rearranged by adding and subtracting 

              to the right hand side as: 
                                ... (1.2) 
Equation (1.2) can be simplified as below: 

  {             }  {                ... 

(1.3) 

     {         }  {              }  ... (1.4) 

     {   ̅}  { ̅ ̅}     {   ̅}  { ̅ ̅}  ... (1.5) 

From (1.5), the expressions for LHS and RHS can 

be given by as follow: 

LHS = {   ̅}   {   ̅}            ...(1.6) 

RHS =  { ̅ ̅}                         ...(1.7) 
Hence from (1.7) it can be said that the 

multiplication of two n-bit number is nothing but the 

multiplication of their complements. The number obtained 

after complement should be lesser than the original number 

[6].  

B. Architecture of Nikhilam Sutra 

 
Fig. 5: Architecture of Nikhilam sutra [6]. 

IV. IMPLEMENTATION AND SIMULATION 

In this work, all the basic modules for 32x32 bit Vedic 

multiplier using Urdhva Tiryagbhyam and Nikhilam sutra 

are designed in Verilog Language. For Logic synthesis 

purpose we used EDA (Electronic Design Automation) tool 

Xilinx14.7 and for simulation purpose we used 

Modelsim10.4 PE.  

The following input bits pattern was checked in the 

behavioural simulation:- 

A. Using Urdhva Tiryagbhyam:  

For 32x32 bit Vedic multiplier Multiplicand and Multiplier 

are the two inputs, the multiplier a = “32‟h14785236” 

(decimal = 343429686) and Multiplicand b = “32‟h 

963ABCDE” (decimal = 2520431838) and we get 64-bit 

output = 64‟h0C03328860F2F2D4” (Decimal = 

865591114708742868). Simulation waveform is shown in 

Fig. 6(a). 

B. Using Nikhilam Sutra:  

For 32x32 bit Vedic multiplier Multiplicand and Multiplier 

are the two inputs, the multiplier a = “32‟hABCD9876” 

(decimal = 2882377846) and Multiplicand b = 

“32‟h4321EFDD” (decimal = 1126297565) and we get 64-

bit output = 64‟h2D0D9560CB08C7DE” (Decimal = 

324641514935974499). Simulation waveform is shown in 

Fig. 6(b). 

V. MULTIPLIER PERFORMANCE AND COMPARISON 

The Performance of Vedic Multiplier is listed in Table-1 in 

terms of occupied slices, Number of 4 inputs LUT, Bonded 

IOBs and Combinational delay. For the Xilinx Spartan 3E 

family it has been found that the combinational delay of 

Vedic Multiplier based on Urdhva Tiryagbhyam and 

Nikhilam Sutra for 32x32 bit is 36.714ns and 76.060ns 

respectively. 
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Parame

ter 

Availa

ble 

Multiplier 

Arra

y 

Walla

ce 

Urdhva 

Tiryagbh

yam 

Nikhil

am 

Sutra 

NO. Of 

4 I/P 

LUTs 

9312 

2017 

(21

%) 

2611 

(28%) 

2325 

(24%) 

2510 

(26%) 

No. of 

occupie
4656 

1036 

(22

1421 

(28%) 

1291 

(27%) 

1398 

(30%) 

d Slice %) 

No. of 

Bonded 

IOBs 

232 

128 

(55

%) 

128 

(55%) 

128 

(55%) 

128 

(55%) 

Delay ns 

87.7

50 

ns 

40.48

0 ns 

36.714 

ns 

76.060 

ns 

Table 1: Comparison of Conventional Multiplier And Vedic 

Multiplier For (32x32) Bit 

 

Fig. 6(a): Simulation result of 32x32 bit Vedic multiplier using Urdhva Tiryagbhyam 

 

Fig. 6(b): Simulation result of 32x32 bit Vedic multiplier using Nikhilam sutra 

VI. CONCLUSION 

Vedic mathematics gives us an efficient method of 

multiplication. The combinational path delay for 32x32 bit 

Vedic multiplier based on Urdhva Tiryagbhyam sutra is 

found to be lower than traditional multipliers. Therefore, we 

observed that the Vedic multiplier based on Urdhva 

Tiryagbhyam sutra is 58% faster than array multiplier and 

9% faster than Wallace multiplier but there is trade-off 

between area and delay. It is also observed that Array 

multiplier require lesser area but multiplier based on Urdhva 

Tiryagbhyam sutra require larger area compared to Array 

multiplier but increment in area is lesser than the Wallace 

tree multiplier. The multiplier based on Nikhilam sutra is 

13% faster than array multiplier but 87% slower than 

Wallace tree multiplier and also it requires larger area 

compare to Array and Wallace tree multiplier. This work 

can be further extend to reduce the delay and area using 

Nikhilam sutra and further using Urdhva Tiryagbhyam 

formula ALU, MAC etc. can be design to improve the 

performance.  
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